Is increased amplitude of contingent negative variation in migraine due to cortical hyperactivity or to reduced habituation?
The aim of this study was to compare the habituation kinetics of contingent negative variation (CNV) between 12 migraineurs without aura and matched healthy controls. CNV was studied with a 3 sec interval between the warning stimulus (WS) and the imperative stimulus (IS). The data from (a) the total interval (WS-IS), (b) early component, and (c) late component were analyzed. During successive trials the habituation kinetics were determined using regression analysis. On CNV averaged over 32 trials, migraine patients had a significantly higher negativity in the total interval compared to controls. When sequential blocks of four trials were analyzed, the most significant finding in migraineurs was lack of habituation of the early CNV component. The present study indicates that a delayed habituation, rather than a general increased cortical activity, is responsible for the CNV abnormalities in migraine without aura. We suggest that migraineurs between attacks not only have a cortical hyperexcitability, but also a lack of cortical inhibition causing delayed habituation.